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Abstract

In this paper, we address the problem of QoS (Quality of Service) provisioning for multi-user video streaming over multiple heterogeneous wireless networks based on the distributed, cross-layer design framework. By jointly considering the rate allocation and the Joint Source-Channel Coding (JSCC), our proposal aims at maximizing the QoS provisioning under the given resource constraint. At first, we develop and evaluate a framework for optimal video rate allocation over multiple networks based on the observed Available Bit Rate (ABR) and the Round Trip Time (RTT) over each access network, as well as the video rate-distortion characteristics. The rate allocation is formulated as a convex optimization problem that minimizes the sum of all video streams expected distortion. Then, we propose an analytical JSCC scheme for error-resilient scalable encoded video, and integrate the JSCC with the specific rate allocation algorithm to improve the constructed video quality by optimally applying the appropriate channel coding rate given the constraints imposed by the transmission rate and the prevailing channel conditions. Objective and subjective simulation results are provided which demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed joint scheme.
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ACRONYM AND NOTATION

ABR Available Bit Rate
AIMD Additive-Increase-Multiplicative-Decrease
CBR Constant Bit Rate
FEC Forward Error Correction
GOP Group Of Picture
IMS IP Multimedia Subsystems
JSCC Joint Source-Channel Coding
MDC Multiple Description Coding
NDRA Novel Distributed Rate Allocation
PSNR Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio
QoS Quality of Service
RB Residual Bandwidth
RTT Round Trip Time
SPIHT Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees
SPIHT Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees
D distortion, \( D = \) the overall distortion, \( D_{comp} \) is the distortion caused by source compression and \( D_{loss} \) is the distortion caused by packet loss
\( f \) frame rate
\( g(\sigma) \) distribution function giving the probability of the gap length greater than \( \sigma - 1 \)
\( g(\sigma) \) distribution function giving the probability of the gap length \( \sigma \)
\( I^*_s \) number of coding layer for the user \( s \) over network \( n \)
\( K^*_s \) source coding for the user \( s \) over network \( n \) in one
\( L \) packet size
\( L_B \) average burst length
\( N \) set of heterogeneous wireless networks \( N = \{1,2,\ldots,N\} \), which contains the number of \( N \) networks
\( N_{GOP} \) number of the frames in one GOP
\( N^*_n \) number of packets transmitted by user \( s \) over network \( n \) in one GOP
\( P_{loss} \) total packet loss rate including the random packet loss and the packet loss caused by late arrival
\( P_R \) average random packet loss rate
\( P_{BG}, P_{GB} \) denotes the probability from the state \( B \) to \( G \) and state \( G \) to \( B \) respectively in the Gilbert model
\( P(m) \) probability of \( m \) errors with in a block of \( n \) symbols
\( R \) matrix of the allocated rate \( R = \{ R^*_s \}_{s \in S, n \in N} \) in which each element \( R^*_s \) corresponds to the allocated rate of user \( s \) over network \( n \) in \( N \)
\( R(m) \) probability of \( m - 1 \) erroneous symbols with the \( n - 1 \) symbols following an erroneous symbol.
\( S \) set of users \( S = \{1,2,\ldots,S\} \), which contains the number of \( S \) users
\( T \) delay constraint
\( U \) set of utility function \( U = \{ U^*_n \}_{S \times N} \) in which each element \( U^*_n \) corresponds to the utility value of user \( s \) over network \( n \) in \( N \)
1 Introduction

As multimedia is expected to be the major traffic source on the next-generation wireless networks, QoS (Quality of Service) provisioning for wireless video transmission has become a critically important issue. In addition, recent years have also witnessed the increasing efforts towards standardization of architectures for convergence of heterogeneous access networks, and moreover, the integration of heterogeneous networks has fully become part of the 4G network design [1]. IEEE 802.21 [2] is delineating a framework to enable handovers and interoperability between heterogeneous wireless and wireline networks. Therefore, supporting multimedia applications over heterogeneous networks has been one of the main fields of research in the networking and video coding communities. For example, the IMS (IP Multimedia Subsystems) platform [3] has defined an overlay architecture for providing multimedia services on top of heterogeneous wireless networks. Note that, the problem of video streaming over heterogeneous networks is further complicated by the heterogeneity of both the video contents and the network conditions. Up to now, providing a satisfactory communication quality in a heterogeneous wireless system is still a challenging problem because the end-to-end QoS guarantee is difficult to be provided [19].

The issue of supporting error-resilient video transport over error-prone wireless networks has received considerable attention recently. [4], [6], [10], and [20] presented some source coding-based approaches that divide the original bit-stream into multiple streams, called Multiple Description Coding (MDC), to tradeoff the error-resilience and the coding complexity; [13] and [9] amplified the benefits of using MDC by combining it with path diversity; in this context, each stream is explicitly transmitted over an independent path to the receiver in order to achieve higher tolerance to packet loss and delay due to network congestion. In [5], [14], and [23], the effect of different FEC (Forward Error Correction) coding schemes on reconstructed video quality had been investigated. In order to trade-off between the sustained quality of video stream and the network capacity, [8], [21], and [22] investigated the impact of the operating rate on the overall video quality; [15] discussed both centralized and distributed solutions for joint routing and rate allocation of multiple video streams in wireless ad hoc networks. Moreover, the rate adaptation of multimedia streams was studied in the context of heterogeneous networks in [7], where the authors proposed an architecture to allow online measurement of network characteristics and video rate adaptation via transcoding.

Typically, for real-time video communications over wireless networks, there are two main factors which can greatly affect the perceived video quality: the operating rate and the transmission error. On one hand, for video streaming, high bandwidth requirements are coupled with tight delay constraints as packets need to be delivered in a timely fashion to guarantee continuous media playout. More specifically, if the operating rate is higher than the optimal transmission rate along a path, many packets will be discarded due to late arrival caused by congestion. On the contrary, if the operating rate is lower, performance loss will occur due to the source coding inefficiency. Hence, a rate control scheme is both desirable and necessary to achieve a satisfactory level of received video quality over wireless networks. On the other hand, transmission errors are generally caused by multi-path channel fading, interference from other electronic devices, and node mobility [23]. In addition, most of the video compression coding standards, including MPEG-4 and H.264, are designed to achieve high compression efficiency at the expense of error-resilience. This poses a severe problem, namely error propagation, where errors due to packet loss in a reference frame propagate to all of the dependent frames leading to visual artifacts that can be long lasting and annoying [16], [25]. To provide a reasonable QoS, it is important that the source coders be both error-resilient and network-adaptive. In order to achieve improved video quality supported by heterogeneous wireless networks, and to provide an overall more robust video delivery system, these two factors are jointly considered in this paper.

In this work, we explore the potential synergies of exchanging information between different layers to support video streaming over heterogeneous wireless networks. The main contributions and novelties of this paper are: (1) developing a framework for optimal video rate allocation over heterogeneous networks, based on the observed ABR (Available Bit Rate) and the RTT (Round Trip Time) over each network as well as the video rate-distortion characteristics; (2) proposing an analytical JSCC (Joint Source-Channel Coding) scheme for error-resilient scalable encoded video, in which the video sequence is encoded into multiple independent streams based on 3-D SPIHT (Set Partitioning In Hierarchical Trees) algorithm and each stream is amplified by combining it with path diversity; in this context, each stream is explicitly transmitted over an independent path to the receiver in order to achieve higher tolerance to packet loss and delay due to network congestion. In [5], [14], and [23], the effect of different FEC (Forward Error Correction) coding schemes on reconstructed video quality had been investigated. In order to trade-off between the sustained quality of video stream and the network capacity, [8], [21], and [22] investigated the impact of the operating rate on the overall video quality; [15] discussed both centralized and distributed solutions for joint routing and rate allocation of multiple video streams in wireless ad hoc networks. Moreover, the rate adaptation of multimedia streams was studied in the context of heterogeneous networks in [7], where the authors proposed an architecture to allow online measurement of network characteristics and video rate adaptation via transcoding.

Figure 1  Illustration of the Cross-layer Design of the Total System

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we propose a cross-layer distributed rate allocation scheme for multiple video streaming sessions sharing multiple heterogeneous networks. In Section 3, an analytically optimized JSCC is proposed given the optimal transmission rate and the prevailing channel conditions. We present some selected simulation results for the proposed joint scheme transmission over heterogeneous wireless networks in Section 4, and finally make some concluding remarks in Section 5.
2 Cross-layer Rate Allocation Scheme

In this section, we address the problem of rate allocation among multiple streams over multiple heterogeneous networks. At first, we propose a distortion model which captures both the impact of the encoder quantization and the packet loss on the overall video quality caused by the operation rate. Then, a distributed rate allocation scheme is presented to minimize the distortion, in which some cross-layer information exchange ensures that the allocated rates are updated according to changes in network conditions.

2.1 Distortion Model

In general, the reconstructed video quality is affected by both the source compression and the quality degradation due to packet losses caused by either transmission errors or late arrivals. Here, we assume that the two forms of induced distortion are independent and additive. Thus, we can calculate the overall distortion $D_{\text{all}}$, where the distortion introduced by quantization is denoted by $D_{\text{comp}}$, and the additional distortion caused by packet loss is denoted by $D_{\text{loss}}$. According to [12], the distortion caused by source compression can be approximated by:

$$D_{\text{comp}} = \frac{\theta}{R - R_0^0} + D_0^0$$

where $R$ is the rate of the video stream, $\theta$, $R_0^0$ and $D_0^0$ are the parameters of the distortion model which depend on the encoded video sequence as well as on the encoding structure. Using nonlinear regression technique, these parameters can be estimated from empirical rate-distortion curves obtained by encoding a sequence at different rates [11]. Likewise, the distortion caused by packet loss can be modeled by a linear model related to the packet loss rate $P_{\text{loss}}$:

$$D_{\text{loss}} = a P_{\text{loss}}$$

where $a$ depends on parameters related to the compressed video sequence, such as the proportion of intra-coded macro-blocks and the effectiveness of error concealment at the decoder [12]. The packet loss rate $P_{\text{loss}}$ reflects the combined rate of random losses and late arrivals of video packets. In a bandwidth-limited network, this combined loss rate can be further modeled based on the M/M/1 queuing model. In this case, the delay distribution of packets over a single link is exponential [11]. Note that, since the end-to-end delay of packet delivery in wireless networks is dominated by the queuing delay at the bottleneck link, the empirical delay distribution for realistic traffic patterns can still be modeled by an exponential formulation:

$$P_{\text{t}}(\text{Delay} > T) = e^{-\lambda T}$$

where $P_{\text{t}}(\cdot)$ denotes probability, $T$ reflects the delay constraint and $\lambda$ is the arriving rate which is determined by the average delay:

$$\lambda = \frac{1}{E[\text{Delay}]}$$

$E[\cdot]$ represents the expectation value. Generally, $\lambda$ needs to be determined empirically from end-to-end delay statistics over the network. In order to present a general solution for online operation, here we construct a model to approximate the average packet delay.

Consider multiple wireless networks $N=\{1,2,\ldots,N\}$ simultaneously available to multiple users $S=\{1,2,\ldots,S\}$. Each network $n \in N$ is characterized by its Available Bit Rate $\text{ABR}_n$ and Round Trip Time $\text{RTT}_n$, which are measured and updated periodically. It should be noted that as channel conditions in wireless environments change on very short time scales (e.g., up to a few tens of ms), we assume that $\text{ABR}_n$ and $\text{RTT}_n$ represent average values computed on a larger time scale (e.g., one to a few seconds), and represent the average channel conditions for user $s \in S$ on the given period. Therefore, the rate allocation can be expressed in matrix form:

$$R = \{ R_s^n \}_{S \times N}$$

where each element $R_s^n$ corresponds to the allocated rate of user $s \in S$ over network $n \in N$. Consequently, the total allocated rate over network $n$ is $R_n^e = \sum_{s \in S} R_s^n$, and the total allocated rate for user $s$ is $R_s = \sum_{n \in N} R_s^n$. We denote $R_B^e$, the Residual Bandwidth (RB) over network $n$, as:

$$R_B^e = \text{ABR}_n - \sum_{s \in S} R_s^n$$

From the perspective of user $s$ in network $n$, the observed available bandwidth $\text{ABR}_n^s$ is:

$$\text{ABR}_n^s = \text{ABR}_n - \sum_{s' \neq s \in S} R_{s'}^n$$

As the allocated rate on each network approaches the maximum achievable rate, average packet delay typically increases due to network congestion. We use a simple fractional function to approximate the non-linear increase of packet delay with traffic rate over network $n \in N$, as:

$$E[\text{Delay}] = \frac{\beta^s}{R_B^e} = \frac{\beta_n^s}{\text{ABR}_n - \sum_{s \in S} R_s^n}$$

which is reminiscent of the classical M/M/1 queuing model [24]. Assuming equal delay on both directions, the value of $\beta^s$ can be estimated from the most recent observations of $\text{RTT}_n^e$ and $\text{RB}_n^e$:

$$\beta^s = \frac{\text{RB}_n^e \cdot \text{RTT}_n^e}{2}$$

More specifically, if current residual bandwidth is equal to the past observation value for network $n \in N$ ($\text{RB}_n^e = \text{RB}_n^e$), the average current delay is $\text{RTT}_n^e / 2$. Therefore, for each network $n \in N$

$$\text{Pr}[\text{Delay} > T] = e^{-\frac{T}{\text{RTT}_n^e}} = e^{-\frac{2(\text{ABR}_n^e - \sum_{s \in S} R_s^n)}{\text{RB}_n^e \cdot \text{RTT}_n^e}}$$

Taking into account $P_{\text{loss}}$, the average random packet loss rate in network $n \in N$ due to transmission errors, the total packet loss rate in network $n \in N$ is then:

$$P_{\text{loss}}^n = P_{\text{loss}}^e + (1 - P_{\text{loss}}^e) P_{\text{t}}(\text{Delay} > T) = P_{\text{loss}}^e + (1 - P_{\text{loss}}^e) e^{-\frac{2(\text{ABR}_n^e - \sum_{s \in S} R_s^n)}{\text{RB}_n^e \cdot \text{RTT}_n^e}}$$

Therefore, the distortion from packet loss in network $n \in N$ can thus be expressed as:

$$D_{\text{loss}}^n = a P_{\text{loss}}^n = \alpha \left( P_{\text{loss}}^e + (1 - P_{\text{loss}}^e) e^{-\frac{2(\text{ABR}_n^e - \sum_{s \in S} R_s^n)}{\text{RB}_n^e \cdot \text{RTT}_n^e}} \right)$$

2.2 Rate Allocation Algorithm

Based on the previous discussion, we seek to minimize the sum of the total distortion $D_{\text{all}}$ as follows:

$$\min \sum_{n \in N} D_{\text{all}}^n$$

subject to:

$$\sum_{s \in S} R_s^n = R_B^e$$

$$\forall s \in S, \forall n \in N$$

$$\text{RTT}_n^e \geq 2$$

$$\forall n \in N$$
In theory, the original $\Delta R_s^N$ can be chosen at random as long as it is less than $ABR^u_s$; here the original value of $\Delta R_s^N$ is set to $ABR^u_s/2$.

![Figure 2 Cross-layer Information Exchange Between the Network State Monitor at the Network Layer and the Video Rate Controller at the Transport Layer](image)

The total utility matrix is $U=${$U^u_n$}$_{n\in N}$. During each iteration, the proposed algorithm finds the $R=${$R^u_n$}$_{n\in N}$ that brings the highest utility $U^u=${$U^u_n$}$_{n\in N}$ to the overall system by its transition:

$$U^u=\arg \max_n U$$

7: while (true)
8: for $s=1$ to $S$ do
9: for $n=1$ to $N$ do
10: compute the utility of $R^u_n \rightarrow R^u_s$:
11: $U^u_s = \frac{D_{all}(R^u_s) - D_{all}(R^u_n)}{R^u_s - R^u_n}$
12: $\Delta R^u_s = \Delta R^u_s / U^u_s$
13: $R^u_s = R^u_s + \Delta R^u_s$
14: end for
15: end for
16: find $U^u = \arg \max_n U$
17: IntraNet($R$, $U^u$, $n$)
18: Procedure IntraNet($R$, $U^u$, $n$)
19: if network $n$ has enough free resources then
20: $R^u_n \rightarrow R^u_s$

23: InterNet($R$, $U^u$, $n$);
24: end if
25: Procedure InterNet($R$, $U^u$, $n$)
26: find other user that can transfer part of its allocated rate to network $n \neq n$ with maximum transition utility improvement $\Delta U$
27: if $\Delta U > 0$ then
28: perform the resource free up:
29: $R^u_n \rightarrow R^u_s$
30: update free resources on network $n$ and $n'$
31: else
32: break;
33: end if

In order to get the optimal result with fast convergence adapting to the online operation, we now propose a heuristic approach for solving the rate allocation optimization problem based on the utility framework introduced in [17], which iteratively takes a locally optimal decision on each user at each network. We define $R^u_n \rightarrow R^u_s$ as the transition of the next allocation rate for the user $s \in S$ in network $n \in N$, $R^u_n = R^u_s + \Delta R^u_s$, where $\Delta R^u_s$ is the rate improvement varied at each iteration. The utility of this transition can be computed as:

$$U^u_s = \frac{D_{all}(R^u_s) - D_{all}(R^u_n)}{R^u_s - R^u_n}$$

$$\text{Table 1 The Proposed NDRA Algorithm}$$

01: Input:
02: $P^u_n$, $ABR^u_s$, $RTT^u_n$ $\forall$ user $s \in S$ in network $n \in N$;
03: $R^u_n = 0$, $\forall$ user $s \in S$ in network $n \in N$;
04: Output:
05: Global Rate Allocation $R$
06: Procedure Rate Allocation
07: while (true)
08: for $s=1$ to $S$ do
09: for $n=1$ to $N$ do
10: compute the utility of $R^u_s \rightarrow R^u_n$:
11: $U^u_s = \frac{D_{all}(R^u_s) - D_{all}(R^u_n)}{R^u_s - R^u_n}$
12: $\Delta R^u_s = \Delta R^u_s / U^u_s$
13: $R^u_s = R^u_s + \Delta R^u_s$
14: end for
15: end for
16: find $U^u = \arg \max_n U$
17: IntraNet($R$, $U^u$, $n$)
18: Procedure IntraNet($R$, $U^u$, $n$)
19: if network $n$ has enough free resources then
20: $R^u_n \rightarrow R^u_s$
In order to adapt video source rates at the transport layer according to network states reported from the network layer, some cross-layer information exchange is needed. Figure 2 illustrates various components in such a system. At the network layer, the distributed allocation scheme would require tracking the observations of $ABR_n$ and $RTT_n$ over all available access networks. It also records the intended rate allocation $R^s_n$ advertised by each user, and calculates the value of $D_n$ and $U_n^s$ accordingly. At the transport layer, the video rate controller at the source advertises its intended rate allocation $R^s_n$. The network state monitor traversed by the stream then calculates the relevant parameters based on its local cache of $ABR_n$, $RTT_n$ and $RB_n$ within the same access network. The destination node extracts such information from the video packet header and reports back to the sender in acknowledgment packets, so that the video rate controller can re-optimize its intended rate $R^s_n$ based on the proposed NDRA algorithm, with updated network state information.

3 Proposed Joint Source-channel Coding

In this section, we describe the application of JSCC approach subject to the allocated transmission rate obtained from the proposed rate allocation scheme. In what follows, we first introduce the architecture of JSCC, and describe the employed packet-loss pattern approximation to represent the channel packet-loss process. Then, we propose a JSCC algorithm to optimize the perceived video quality by optimally setting the channel coding rate.

3.1 The Architecture of JSCC

The proposed JSCC architecture contains two parts as shown in Figure 3 Unit-1 generates independent embedded streams using the 3-D SPIHT codec, while Unit-2 uses the coding constraints and channel conditions to pack the bit-streams into pack-streams of quality layers. This two-unit structure collects incremental contributions from the various streams into SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio) scalable quality layers in a way similar to that of embedded block coding with optimized truncation. The streams and rate-distortion functions generated by Unit-1 can be processed independently to channel conditions. The source and channel allocation algorithm in Unit-2 must be efficient to cope with the time varying channel conditions. In Unit-1, a video is divided into several independently encoded sections for additional functionality. The video coder divides the 3-D wavelet coefficients into multiple blocks according to their spatial and temporal relationships, and then encodes each block into sub-stream independently using the 3-D SPIHT algorithm.

Figure 4 shows an example of separating the 3-D wavelet transform coefficients into four independent blocks, each of which retains the spatiotemporal structure of 3-D SPIHT. Figure 5 shows how the concept of video layer is used in the encoding-decoding procedure. In this figure, dark areas represent the low resolution of the video sequence, and the other parts are used for high resolution. After encoding some points of the video sequence, most of the remaining bit budget is used for encoding the higher frequency bands which contain video details not usually visible at reduced spatial-temporal resolution. Figure 5 illustrates this idea for a two-layer case of spatially scaled $352 \times 288$ video sequence. A low-resolution video can be decoded from the first layer only, and the frame size is $176 \times 144$. If we use three layers, the lowest layer’s size would be $88 \times 72$. 
3.2 Packet-Loss Pattern Approximation

For the RS (Reed-Solomon) correction code operating on b-bit symbols, the maximum block length is \(2^b - 1\) symbols. A systematic \((n, k)\) RS code appends \(n-k\) redundant symbols to \(k\) source symbols to make a block length of \(n\). The source symbols can be recovered correctly when the number of loss symbols is less than the minimum distance \(d_{\text{min}} = n - k + 1\) of the code. The performance of a RS decoder \(P_r(n,k)\) can be characterized by the code correct probability

\[
P_r(n,k) = \sum_{m=0}^{n_k(n,m)} P(n,m)
\]

where \(P(n,m)\) is the probability of \(m\) erasures within a block of \(n\) symbols. In a binary symmetric memoryless channel, we have an expression for the probability of a gap length greater than \(\sigma\). The gap density function \(g(\sigma)\) gives the probability of a gap length \(\sigma\). The gap distribution function \(G(\sigma)\) is the probability of a gap length greater than \(\sigma - 1\). These functions can be derived as [23]

\[
g(\sigma) = \begin{cases} 1 - P_{\text{BG}}, & \sigma = 1 \\ P_{\text{BG}}(1 - P_{\text{BG}})^{\sigma - 1}, & \sigma > 1 \end{cases}
\]

\[
G(\sigma) = \begin{cases} 1 - P_{\text{BG}}, & \sigma = 1 \\ P_{\text{BG}}(1 - P_{\text{BG}})^{\sigma - 1}, & \sigma > 1 \end{cases}
\]

Let \(R(n,m)\) be the probability of \(m-1\) erroneous symbols within the next \(n-1\) symbols following an erroneous symbol. It can be evaluated using the following

\[
R(n,m) = \begin{cases} G(n), & m = 1 \\ \sum_{\sigma=1}^{n-m} g(\sigma)R(n - \sigma, m - 1), & 2 \leq m \leq n \end{cases}
\]

Then the probability of \(m\) errors within a block of \(n\) symbols becomes:

\[
P(n,m) = \begin{cases} \sum_{\sigma=1}^{n-m} P_{\text{BG}}G(\sigma)R(n - \sigma + 1, m), & 1 \leq m \leq n \\ 1 - \sum_{\sigma=1}^{n-m} P(n,m), & m = 0 \end{cases}
\]

3.3 Proposed JSCC

Figure 6 shows how multiple encoded sequences of different quality layers are protected based on systematic RS codes. For notational convenience, we define layer 1 as the highest layer and layer \(L_s\) as the lowest layer to be sent for user \(s\) in network \(n\). Let \(N^n_s\) be the number of packets that are used to send the combined source data and redundancy for user \(s\) over network \(n\) in a GOP (Group Of Picture) and let \(L\) be the packet size in bytes. In this scheme, for user \(s\) in network \(n\), the source bits belonging to layer \(i\) \((1 \leq i \leq L_s)\) are \(k^n_{s,i}\) packets and the remaining \(c^n_{s,i} = N^n_s - k^n_{s,i}\) packets are filled with channel coding redundancy. In other words, the source data for layer \(i\) is protected by RS(\(N^n_s, k^n_{s,i}\)) code .

Our proposed coding scheme is performed on GOP basis. We define the total number of packets at period \(t\) to be sent from source \(s\in S\) for a GOP period \(N_s(t)\) as

\[
N_s(t) = \left[ \frac{R_s(t) \times N_{\text{GOP}}}{F \times L} \right]
\]

where \(R_s(t)\) is the total rate in bytes/s at period \(t\) for the combination of data and redundancy for user \(s\) over all networks; \(N_{\text{GOP}}\) is the number of frames in one GOP; \(F\) is the frame rate in frames/s. In this work, we assume that each user transmits his stream over \(N\) networks \((N\geq 1)\). Then the proposed algorithm divides \(N_s(t)\) into \(N^n_s(t), N^{n-1}_s(t), \ldots, N^1_s(t)\) so as to maximize the expected quality at the receiver. \(N^n_s(t)\) \((n \in [1,N])\) represents the number of packets transmitted by user \(s\) over network \(n\) for at GOP period \(t\). Taking into account the rate of user \(s\) over network \(n\), \(N^n_s(t)\) should satisfy the following condition:

\[
N^n_s(t) = \left[ \frac{R^n_s(t) \times N_{\text{GOP}}}{F \times L} \right]
\]

where \(R^n_s(t)\) is the rate of user \(s\) over network \(n\) at the GOP period \(t\), which can be obtained from the proposed rate allocation scheme described in the previous section.

In order to get the optimal expected quality, for each user \(s\), given \(R^n_s(t)\), it is necessary to find \(N^n_s(t)\) and \(K^n_s = (k^n_{s,1}, k^n_{s,2}, \ldots, k^n_{s,L_s})\) for \(n \in [1,N]\) to minimize the overall distortion function (13). However, the computational complexity of this classic two-fold optimization problem is usually huge and it is hard to operate online. To get around the difficulty, we make use of the video layer concept to approximate and simplify the total distortion function as follows:

![Figure 6: Packetization of Source-channel Bits of Different Layers for User s in Network n](image-url)
where complexity is proportional to the number of RS codes. Acting as the potential channel codes. Of course, the computational set a predefined RS set which contains a number of RS codes maximizes the expected quality. In order to get a fast solution, we trade off between the performance and the computational layers and the combination of \( (n, N_s) \) packets are lost out of \( N_s \) packets sent by user \( s \) over network \( n \).

Each source and network independently runs the proposed rate allocation algorithm to get its optimal number of packets to transmit for a GOP period, using the information contained in the control packets that the receiver sends to all users. In theory, the proposed JSCC algorithm should try all possible combinations of \( (N_\ell^s, K_n^s) \) that satisfy the constraints in (26) and choose one that maximizes the expected quality. In order to get a fast solution, we set a predefined RS set which contains a number of RS codes acting as the potential channel codes. Of course, the computational complexity is proportional to the number of RS codes. According to our numerous experiments, the algorithm can achieve a good trade off between the performance and the computational complexity when \( N_\ell^s \) varies from 10 to 25 and \( K_n^s \) is more than half of the \( N_s \). Therefore, for the finite number of networks, layers and the combination of \( (N_\ell^s, K_n^s) \), we can find a satisfying solution through exhaustive search.

$$\text{PSNR}(t) = \frac{\sum_{n=1}^{N_s} \sum_{j=N_s^{t-1}}^{N_s^t} P(N_s^t(t), j) \sum_{i=1}^{PSNR_i(t)}}{\sum_{n=1}^{N_s} N_s^t(t) = N_s(t)}$$

subject to \( N_s^t(t) = \frac{R_s(t) \times N_{GOP}}{F \times L} \)

where PSNR denotes the ith video layer Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), which represents the image distortion at the receiver relative to the original video sequence. Its definition is:

$$\text{PSNR}(dB) = 10 \log_{10} \left( \frac{255^2}{\text{MSE}} \right)$$

where MSE is the mean-square error between the original and the decoded luminance frame. \( P(N_s^t(t), j) \) is the probability that \( j \) packets are lost out of \( N_s^t(t) \) packets sent by user \( s \) over network \( n \).

Each source and network independently runs the proposed rate allocation algorithm to get its optimal number of packets to transmit for a GOP period, using the information contained in the control packets that the receiver sends to all users. In theory, the proposed JSCC algorithm should try all possible combinations of \( (N_\ell^s, K_n^s) \) that satisfy the constraints in (26) and choose one that maximizes the expected quality. In order to get a fast solution, we set a predefined RS set which contains a number of RS codes acting as the potential channel codes. Of course, the computational complexity is proportional to the number of RS codes. According to our numerous experiments, the algorithm can achieve a good trade off between the performance and the computational complexity when \( N_\ell^s \) varies from 10 to 25 and \( K_n^s \) is more than half of the \( N_s \). Therefore, for the finite number of networks, layers and the combination of \( (N_\ell^s, K_n^s) \), we can find a satisfying solution through exhaustive search.

### 4 Simulation Results and Discussions

In this section, we conduct simulation experiments to study the performance of the proposed joint rate allocation and JSCC scheme in a distributed video streaming framework. First of all, we describe the simulation environment. Secondly, we present the main simulation results where we show the objective results of the performance of the proposed scheme under different scenarios. Finally, we conclude the section by summarizing the selected simulation results.

#### 4.2 Simulation Environment

Here, we use the HD (High-Definition) City test sequence in our simulations to stream from two sources to two receivers with a maximum allowable total delay \( T=350 \) milliseconds. The sequence has spatial resolution of \( 1280 \times 720 \) pixels, and the frame rate is \( F=60 \)fps. The layer number is \( l_s^t=3 \) and frame number in one GOP is \( N_{\text{GOP}}=30 \) for all experiments. For simplicity, we use the Constant Bit Rate (CBR) model to represent video traffic. In this work, we simulate our joint scheme in NS-2 for an example network topology shown in Figure 7 Each user may stream video sequence via both two access networks. For simulation convenience, we don’t consider the jitter parameter and just take into account the burst length \( L_b \) in this simulation. That is because this work focuses on the rate control combined with JSCC, and our simulation just aims at testing its efficiency.

Each network is simulated as a link with varying available bandwidth and delay, according to the traces collected from the actual access networks using the ABR and RTT measurements\(^2\). Table 2 summarizes the statistics of the collected ABR and RTT of each network trace over 200 GOP periods. During transmission, the environments are updated every frame transmission which can cause changes in the rate allocation and network resources; Within a frame transmission interval, the environment is kept constant. It should be noted that all the simulation results in this section have been obtained using 300 runs in order to get statistically meaningful average values.

![Figure 7 Topology Used for Network Simulations](Image)

#### Table 2 Statistics of Measured ABR and RTT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>ABR (Mbps)</th>
<th>RTT (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>802.11b</td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>224.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>802.11g</td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>297.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Std. Dev.</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>12.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^2\) Forward and backward trip delays are both simulated as half of the measured RTT.

#### 4.2 Performance Evaluation of the Proposed Scheme

At first, we validate the distortion model introduced in Subsection II.A. Figure 8 shows the rate-PSNR tradeoff when one user streams the HD video sequence City (300 frames) over the simulated two wireless networks which are noted as 802.11b (\( n=1 \)) and 802.11g (\( n=2 \)) network, respectively. The corresponding network parameters ABR (Mbps) and RTT (ms) for 802.11b and 802.11g are 4.5, 221 and 16.1, 290, respectively. The model is fit to experimental data for two cases: in the first case, the only losses considered are due to late arrivals; in the second, an additional end-to-end random loss rate of 5% is considered. The bell-shape

![Figure 8 Decoded Video Quality Approximate Model and Experimental Data for HD City Sequence at 60 Frames Per Second and GOP Length of 30 and A Playout Deadline of 350 ms. The Value of ® is 395 for both Networks.](Image)
of the curves illustrates that the highest performance is obtained when the streaming rate achieves the optimal tradeoff between compression quality and self-inflicted congestion. The approximate optimal operating rate computed by numerically solving (13) matches closely with experimental data.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed NDRA algorithm, we use the representative drop-tail scheme which employs the fixed rate allocation and the Additive-Increase-Multiplicative-Decrease (AIMD)-based rate allocation method which is used by TCP congestion control [18] for comparison. In order to get a clear picture of how the allocated rate reflects the reconstructed quality, we just use one user streaming over 802.11b network in this simulation. More specifically, the drop-tail scheme employs a fixed source coding rate \( R_f = 1.50 \text{Mbps} \) and when the rate exceeds the current optimal transmission rate available for the selected source-destination pair, it will drop the subsequent encoded packets. The AIMD-based scheme probes the network for available bandwidth and reduces rate allocation after congestion occurs. Each user initiates its rate at a specified rate \( R_s^{\text{AIMD}} \) corresponding to the minimum acceptable video quality, and increases its allocation by \( \Delta R_s \) every \( \Delta t \) second unless network congestion is perceived, in which case the allocated rate is dropped by \( (R_f^i - R_s^{\text{AIMD}})/2 \) over the congested network \( n \). In the process of simulation, the increase in rate allocation is allocated to all available networks in proportion to the average of each ABR. In addition, congestion over network \( n \) is indicated upon detection of the lost packets, or when the observed \( RTT \) exceeds a specified threshold, based on the playout deadline of the video stream.

In Figure 9 we show a performance comparison between our proposed rate allocation scheme and the competing methods, drop-tail and AIMD, in the scenario where packet losses are caused only by channel over-pumping. It should be noted that due to the use of CBR encoding, the video quality is not constant and varies periodically [14]. In Figure 9 the average PSNR using the proposed NDRA algorithm is 35.33 dB while it is 35.01 using AIMD-based method and 34.70 dB for the case of drop-tail. Thus, using the proposed NDRA algorithm one can achieve almost 0.32 dB and 0.63 dB performance gains comparing to the AIMD and drop-tail scheme, respectively. From the network profile, illustrated in Table 3 (the value is averaged over one GOP), we can see that for GOP No.1, No.2, and No.4, the allocated transmission rate using the proposed NDRA method is higher than the fixed 1.50 Mbps. Thus, using rate allocation can fully exploit the reasonable transmission rate resulting in improved performance compared to using a fixed-rate coding scheme. On the other hand, for GOP No.3, it is obvious that the fixed source coding rate is higher than the allocated transmission rate; therefore, packet losses will occur when the transmission buffer is full resulting in the last couple of frames being lost which cause substantial performance degradation. A lost frame is concealed by just copying the previous frame and if several consecutive frames are lost, the degradation will be even more serious since the concealed frames are then used as correctly received frames to conceal the subsequent lost frames. This results in substantial error propagation. For example, in Figure 9 we can see that there is substantial performance degradation around the 90th frame for the no-rate control case due to channel over-pumping. Furthermore, although the performance degradation caused by the channel over-pumping packet losses has been partially compensated using passive error concealment, the performance is still not as good as using the rate allocation scheme. It should also be noted from Figure 9 that the performance achieved by the proposed NDRA method is also superior to the traditional AIMD-based method. On one hand, although the AIMD-based method is adaptive to the change of the network conditions, the network is so dynamic that a congested node forwarding a few seconds might not be used at all when the source reacts to the congestion. On the other hand, the proposed NDRA method further takes advantage of explicit knowledge of the video distortion-rate characteristics, and can achieve more balanced video quality.

![Figure 9 Performance Comparison Between Different Rate Allocation Schemes](image)

Then, to evaluate the performance of the joint scheme, the proposed NDRA+JSCC scheme is benchmarked against other two competitive schemes: 1) NDRA+RS(15, 9), in which a fixed RS (15, 9) code is used exclusively in the total system; 2) NDRA only, in which no channel coding is employed in the video transmission system. In Figure 10, we illustrate a plot of the PSNR versus the frame number for the test sequence; the corresponding network profile is illustrated in Table 4 (the values are averaged over one GOP). The proposed JSCC scheme clearly achieves a higher performance in terms of end-to-end PSNR compared to the no channel coding and the fixed RS (15, 9) schemes. From Figure 10, we can see that although using the RS (15, 9) code can provide protection, a substantial performance loss is observed compared to the proposed JSCC scheme which is so flexible that it can achieve an optimal value according to current condition. Also, although using no channel coding results in the best source coding efficiency, however, there are no error correcting capabilities which can be used to combat transmission errors; therefore, the corresponding performance is considerably worse than the JSCC scheme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOP No.</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( R_f^i ) (NDRA)</td>
<td>( R_f^i ) (AIMD)</td>
<td>( R_f^i )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.54</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 Here, we assume that no transmission errors occurred.
Table 4 Corresponding Channel Profile To Figure 10

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOP No.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( R^1 ) (Mbps)</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^2 ) (Mbps)</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^3 ) (Mbps)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( R^4 ) (Mbps)</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_b ) (%)</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( L_B )</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5 Performance Comparison for Other Sequences Under Different Simulation Conditions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video Sequence (ms)</th>
<th>PSNR of Different Methods (dB)</th>
<th>Improvement (dB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JSCC Only</td>
<td>NDRA Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Harbor</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>31.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Crew</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>31.4</td>
<td>31.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Football</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>34.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Swim</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>34.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td>34.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ships</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>33.1</td>
<td>33.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Susie</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>30.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>29.4</td>
<td>30.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- The rate allocation plays an important role in the whole video transmission system. If the operating rate is lower than the optimal transmission rate, performance loss is due to the source coding inefficiency resulting from the use of an unnecessarily lower source coding rate; if the operating rate is higher, performance loss is caused by packet losses due to buffer overflow and network congestion.
- The JSCC actually achieves a higher performance. On one hand, the proposed JSCC approach is so flexible that it achieves an optimal PSNR value according to current condition; on the other hand, it achieves good trade-off between the performance and the source coding efficiency compared to the fixed channel coding schemes.
- The NDRA method combined with JSCC outperforms the competing methods from the objective comparisons.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we use distributed and cross-layer design to maximize the perceived video quality by combining rate allocation with joint source channel coding techniques. As detailed in the paper, our proposed joint scheme can adaptively respond to dynamic network conditions by joint adjusting the allocated rate in each network and the channel coding rate for each stream. The simulation results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed joint scheme for multiple video users over multiple heterogeneous wireless networks.
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